List of New Books Added to the Library Collection.

- Environmental protection of international watercourses under international law. McIntyre, Owen. Ashgate Publishing Limited. Hampshire. 2007. [344.046343 MCI (057205)]
- Future of the chemical weapons convention: policy and planning aspects. Daoudi, Mohamed, Hart, John, Lele, Ajey & Trapp, Ralf. SIPRI. Sweden. 2013. [358.3 DAO (057210)]


Political parties in democracy: role and functions of political parties in the political system of the Federal Republic of Germany. Thesing, Josef (ed) & Hofmeister, Wilhelm (ed). KAS. Germany. 1995. [324.20943 THE (057216)]


20 Years after the fall of the Berlin wall. Hormeister, Wilhelm (ed). KAS. Singapore. 2009. [943.087 HOR (057218)]


Economic and social order of the federal republic of Germany. Lampert, Heinz. KAS. Germany. 1993. [338.943 LAM (057221)]


Environmental protection as an element of order policy. Thesing, Josef (ed) & Hofmeister, Wilhelm (ed). KAS. Germany. 1996. [363.7 THE (057226)]


Radical islam and democracy : Indian and Southeast Asian experiences. Chandran, D Suba (ed) & Huria, Sonali (ed). KAS. New Delhi. 2009. [322.420954 CHA (057229)]

Financial control in a democracy. Thesing, Josef (ed) & Hofmeister, Wilhelm (ed). KAS. Germany. 1995. [343.43 THE (057230)]


Konard Adenauer. Gotto, Klaus. KAS. Aktuell. 1994. [943.0870924 GOT (057232)]


Indo - German dialogue : dynamics of the future international order. IDSA. New Delhi. 2001. [327.54043 BHA (057237)]

- Food security in South Asia: issues and opportunities. ICRIER. New Delhi 2009. [363.80954 MIT (057244)]
- Cold war international history studies. Danhui, Li. Sn. Shanghai 2011. [363.80954 DAN (057245)]
- Inverse gas Chromatography. Sen, A K. DRDO. New Delhi 2005. [543.85 SEN (057247)]
- Bioactive glasses for implant applications. Rajendran, V & Bhandari, S K. DRDO. 2010. [617.9 RAJ (057248)]
- Microwave remote sensing. Calla, O P N. DRDO. New Delhi 2009. [621.3678 CAL (057249)]
- Defence against chemical and biological agents. Sen, Ashish Kumar. DRDO. New Delhi 2009. [358.3 SEN (057250)]
- High power laser - directed energy weapons: impact on defence and security. Mallik, Amitav. DRDO. New Delhi 2012. [623.446 MAL (057251)]
- Thin films and their applications in military and civil sectors. Chopra, Kamal Nain & Maini, Anil Kumar. DRDO. New Delhi 2010. [621.36 CHO (057253)]
- Environmental conservation and security. Datta, A K & Kumar, Ram. DRDO. New Delhi. 2006. [363.7 DAT (057257)]
- Acousto-optic devices and their defence applications. Joshi, J C. DRDO. New Delhi. 2007. [623.043 JOS (057260)]
- Proximity fuzes theory and techniques. Arora, V K. New Delhi. DRDO. 2010. [623.45194 ARO (057261)]
- Military bridging. Joshi, M R. DRDO. New Delhi 2008. [624.2 JOS (057262)]
- Microwave circuits and components. Srivastava, G P. DRDO. New Delhi. 2004. [621.38412 SRI (057263)]
- Herbs in radiation protection. Goel, H C. DRDO. New Delhi 2011. [633.88 GOE (057266)]
- Dosimetry of internal emitters in nuclear medicine and radiation protection. Reddy, A R & Jain, S C. DRDO. New Delhi. 2011. [539.77 RED (057268)]
- Indonesia rising: the repositioning of Asia's third giant. Reid, Anthony (ed). ISEAS. Singapore. 2012. [327.9598 REI (057273)]
- Indonesia's economy since independence. Wie, Thee Kian. ISEAS. 2012. [330.959803 WIE (057275)]
Political authority and provincial identity in Thailand: the making of Banharn - buri. Nishizaki, Yoshinori. SEAP. 2011. [959.3 NIS (057276)]
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